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Brewer, Schaf/ran reign

Free bus service

SkiDaytoday
at Powder Ridge

Sao OHi■ Sllirley Brewer

Shirley Brewer and
Jim Schaffran were
crowned Sno Queen and
Sno King last night to
reign over Sno Daze '69.
They will begin by reigning over Ski Day today
at Powder Ridge , near
Kimball.
Queen Shirley was
sponsored by Holes Hall
and is from Sioux Falls,
S.D., and King Jim was

sponsored by Stearns
Hall and is from Morgan, Minn.
Ski Day activities begin today at 4 p.m . with
free skiing from then until midnight at Powder
Ridge. Equipment will
be rented at Powder
Ridge for half price.
Shuttle buses will
leave from in front of ·
Atwood Center at 4, 6

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17
4:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. "SKI DAY"
Powder Ridge, Kimball-Free Shuttle Bus
SATURDAY, JANUARY 18

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Sno Games-Riverside Park
8:00 p.m. to Midnight Sno Daze Dance-Halenbeck
Music by The South 40
Ha II
Presentation of Awards

and 8 p.m. today to take
skiers to the area.
Other activities at the
Powder Ridge area will
be hay rides a nd ice skating.
Refreshments may be
purchased at the lodge.

Tomorrow sno games
will be held from 9 a.m .
to 4 p.m. in the south
Riverside Park. Games
include broomball, saµc-

er races , obstacle skating races , slalom ski
. races , and tug of war.
Tomorrow night the
" South 40" will play for
an informal dance in
H alenbeck Hall at 8
p.m. Awards for Sno
D aze activities will be
given at the dance.
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St. Cloud State College, St. Cloud, Minnesota,

Senate hears charge of

TO STATE SENATORS

Mitau presents budget
by-Thomas Meinz

Chronicle Editor
ST. PAUL Minn. -

Dr. G. Theodore Mtau,
chancellor of the Minnesota
State College Board, appeared before the Minnesota
Senate Wednesday to explain
the $88 million budget for the
system for the 1969-7 I biennium.
Mitau told the Senators
that this presentation was
just part of his effort to push
for U1e budget request, and
said he would contim1e to do
so "until the last dog is hung
in this legislature. "
The chancellor based his
remarks on the premise that
the Minnesota State college
system is at a turning point
in its history. He said he and
the new members of his staff
had ''not asked for our position," but had accepted them
because they welcomed the
challenge to " give Minnesota
quality _education.''
To this end the chancellor
said, his staff had already
started to make changes in
the system which will help to
promote quality and economy. One of these is the Common Market.
But basic to all the changes.
and improvements Mitau told
told the Senate. is money. He
said this budget request from
his office was not " just another request" for funds . The
budget. he said , was the pro-

duct of long hours of research, culminating in several all-day sessions for his
staff at an ·"out of town location" to finish the presentation.
It is designed to close the
" quality gap. " which Mi tau
said is currently hampering
the system. The gap, particularly in obtaining and retaining faculty members. is
caused by a shortage of funds .
This has resulted , Mitau
said, in Minnesota becoming
a "training ground " for
teachers for Michigan and
Illinois in particular.
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requests from the colleges
for buildings totalled $100
million. all of which the chancellor said, were legitimate.
But he said he knew he could
not ask the legislature for
that much. His office, after
meeting with the presidents
of the colleges, lowered that
figure to $48 million.
All of the expanded programs at the state colleges
must be used to make them
"regional centers" in their
areas which will " render service to the people of Minnesota, " Mi tau said.
He said he was making the
_appeal for funds on behalf of
the administrations and faculties of the system. "but
most particularly for the 35,000 young men and women in
the system who want a quality education."

The gap is caused by shortages in several other areas :
• Shortages of library facilities at all the colleges.
• Lack of "supporting personnel. " such as clerical assistance. to allow teachers
more time to teach.
.. Lack of travel and research funds for faculty
members, which Mitau said,
were not "frills" but essentials.
Mitau said all these areas
must be corrected so that the
Common Market inforsystem can attract " teachers
mation meetings will be
who want to teach " and that
conducted by Dr. Arthur
" love kids ." He said the sySullivan. coordinator. at
stem does not need faculty
1 p.m . on Mondays in room
who wish to "lock themselves
124 Stewart Hall. Students
in their offices and throw
interested in registering
away the key. "
for classes at other state
In stressing the reasonablecolleges should attend
ness of the budget request.
these meetings .
Mitau noted that the original .,,_,...,...._...,...,.~,..._,...._..,..

Common
Market

8-SURE discrimination
Geoge Ashfield, SCS student, told Student Senate
Monday that he tried to become a member of BSURE , but was turned down because of his color.
Not knowing what the organization's purpose is he
decided to investigate and join B-SURE to work with
it! After talking with Scotty Stone from the cultural
center and James Downey, B-SURE advisor, Ashfield was told he could not belong to the organization.
Ashfield told the senate he was making a formal
protest harging B-SURE with discrimination.

1

Senators decided to look into the situation more
closely with reservations to any immediate action.
They suggested the matter be presented to the
President's Commission for comment on organization policy. Ashfield will also submit a formal report to Dr. Albert Luker of the Disciplinary Council,
which may also investigate the situation.
Thursday, Ashfield was told by two B~SURE
members that he had talked to the wrong people
(Downey and Stone) about admission to the organization.
They said that if Ashfield's interest was in the
organ_ization and not in making trouble,. he would
probably be admitted in two weeks.
Doug Erickson proposed an amendment to allow the Student
S~nate to elect a student representative " to the faculty senate
for the purpose of attending faculty senate meetings. making
recommendations to the faculty senate when deemed necessary, and communicating with faculty senate members on
matters which concern relations between the faculty and student senates.· ·
President Leon Westbrock submitted his report on the " Advantages and Disadvantages of Incorporating the Student
Body of St. Cloud State College," and said the incorporation
should take place this summer.

•

•
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!---Campus commen·t s---1
Is America free?

Support Nixon, drop draft Can Dr. Martin's
To the Editor;

I would like to respond to
the
anonymous
editorial
which appeared on Jan. 10.
Concerning draft def erments. the author states. " A
student is granted a def erment so that he may continue
his educatio·n and help build
a reservoir of skills the nation needs. ' · Unfortunately,
this is exactly the case ; i.e. ,
this is the declared aim of
the Selective Service System :
" The club of induction has
been used to drive (individuals) out of areas considered
to be less important to the
areas of greater importance
in which deferments are
given ... " This is excerpted
from Channeling, an official
Selective Service memorandum . The statement also worried about ". . .the everincreasing problem of how to
effectively control the service of individuals who are not
in the armed forces ." The
explosive response evoked by
statements such as the above
resulted in the withdrawal of
the memorandum in 1967.
The importance of the document lies, however. in the
fact that it still accurately
describes the policies of the
Selective Service System .
(Copies of this paper may be
obtained from the Twin Cities
Draft Information Center.
Room 208. 1905 Third Ave . S..
Minneapolis .)
At this point. one might
wonder who assigned the government to pressure our cit-

izens into areas of employment which they deem to be
of greater importance that
others. This question obviously needs answering, but
I am more concerned with the
authoritarianism
demonstrated by the shocking absence in all of these statements of the concept of personal freedom. Since when is
the elusive " national interest " sufficient cause for the
government to punish individuals (by drafting them) who
do not respond to the pressures of the Selective Service System? And why do so
many of our citizens and politicians do nothing to stop
these procedures? (The draft
is indeed a punishment. It is,
to quote Senator Mark Hatfield ,· " .. .involuntary servitude. . .. " and ". . .complete usurpation by the government of an individual's
freedom of choice. " )
How far have we fallen?
Personal liberty is not a commodity to be grudgingly parceled out by the government ;
it is the guaranteed right of a
democracy. Anything less is
unaccepta.ble. Dahiel Webster. speaking against a draft
proposal in 1814, said, " The
question is nothing less than
whether the most essential
rights of personal liberty
shall be surrendured and despotism embraced in its worst
form. ··

Draft
(cont. on p. 3, col. 4 )

'Blow the Whistle'
project get facts?
To the Editor:

A point was recently
brought to my attention which
I think the student body
should be aware of. It concerns project BLOW THE
WHISTLE .
First of all , I want to
credit Mr. Martin for his idea
of trying to find the facts and
the unbiased reason for the
racial disturbances ; a thing
which more students should
attempt before judging the
causes.
However, Mr. Martin 's attempt will only be a hopeless
cause in the manner which he
is attempting to find his information.
Mr. Martin states that his
project is "a fact finding effort only. " Yet he says that
anyone may send in information for these facts whether
they are signed or anonymous. I would like to know
how Mr. Martin is going to
find unbiased and verifiable
· facts from a source which in
itself is not even verifiable.
I suggest that Mr. Martin
either find other sources for
his " fact-finding project' ' or
blow the whistle.
Tom DeRemer

Black brain drain' endangers Negro colleges
·
( Editor's note: The following article appeared
in the Minneapolis Tribune on Saturday, Jan. 4 ,
1969. It is reprinted here with permission of the
Tribune.) by F re d M . H ec h"1nger
New York Times Service
New rork ,
New . York- A NEGRO historian last week
called for an end to what he considered a.da~ _.
gerous. though little noted. " black · brain
drain " of qualified teachers and scholars out
of the nation 's Negro colleges.
Vincent Harding. who holds a master's
degree from C9lumbia University's graduate
school of journalism and a Ph .D. in history
from the University of Chicago. writes in the
winter issue of Columbia Forum that ' 'the
same white academic institutions that helped
to create the often tragic shortcomings of the
black colleges ( by permitting them to languish
as an academic ghetto) have entered into and
are speedily intensifying what may be a deadly relationship to us.'·
Harding is chairman of the department of
history at the predominantly Negro Sp~lman
College in Atlanta.
"EVERY BLACK Ph .D. who has had his
name mentioned twice. or who has published
in the slightest review. is besieged by Northern. as well as Southern. white institutions_m ost often in response to the militant. urgen t
•

V •

and often threatening demands of their black
students. " Harding said.
But many of the black faculty members who
appear most attractive to the white schools
are the ones whose strengths are needed "at
· home.· ·
What makes the black brain drain particularly serious is the fact that about half of the
nation ·s Negro undergraduates still attend the
Negro ,colleges. Unless these institutions can
be rapidly upgraded. efforts for a rapid build_• up of a. Negro professioI?,al class will be in
jeopardy.
.
.
A BLACK exodus also endangers the quahty
of the student body . The best students are being siphoned ?ff. Ir~nically, new ~emands by
black and white radicals for a quick and drama tic expansion of the admission of Negro .
students to predominant!Y white colleges_may
fur~her depress the quahty of the Negro msutuuons ._
.
.
. _Hardmg rejects as madequate an~ patronizmg what was. not long ago. considered a
liberal approach-the " adoption " of the Negr_o ~olleges by N~rthern " bitbrot~er' ' insutuuons. He calls for several f1rst-aid measures:
. Establishment of a greater number of visiting professorships for black faculty members.
especially in such scarce and suddenly muchin-demand fields as Afro-American studies.
instead of outright recruiting . thus avoiding
a permanent loss to their own institutions.
Agreements between pairs of schools-one

white and one black college each-which recruit Negro students jointly and off er each
Negro candidate the same financial aid and a
choice between the two colleges he wishes to
attend . with the stipulation that he would be
enrolled for one year as an exchange student
at the other college.
Allocation to the United Negro College
Fund of. a percentage of all funds raised on
white campuses for the aid of Negro students.
The fund 's mission is to-improve the quality of
the Southern Negro colleges.
Co-operation among Negro colleges to· build
up high-quality graduate centers for AfroAmerican studies. Six black institutions in the
Atlanta area. for example. are creating an
institute for advanced Afro-American studies.
THESE PROPOSALS are controversial.
Moreover, unless the black professor or student is capable of resisting temptation to an
extraordinary degree. the .only effective answer is likely to be one·tha.t would give Southern Negro institutions enough private and publie funds to compete in terms of cash offers.
What t~~ _Harding app'~'a Tunderscores is the
simpli-stic nature of scime of the current radical demands-often at the threat of disruption-for instant. creati'on 'of effective black
studies ·. dei.anments'J f .9~ernigh_t appointment of' Negro faculty members m all academic disciplines . An'·fioiiest and lasting reconstruction of campiis and scholarship , with
real ·equality for Negro·e s'.'is 'clearly moi;e than 1 ,
a matter of manifestos .
'
·
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Foreign students ~!nefit campus, community
by Barb Bolin
,.--- · . : ··: . · ..J.: '.Y ·: ~
About 8,680 St. Cloud State
· :.. •, ·'
··· · j\i :., ·, j i, , ·;[·Jtt,t;
students were able to spend
?. ' , ,1 •• ~ ,~ :;.,;, • • -.,l;,: ·,f
the holidays with their fami~{'? , } ~~J .\'.ii;;,,~/ ;~ -.
lies, and are able to go home ·
,
:,.:;'
.:--:·,,\f,".,,;,,
when a~d if they_~ant to: .
\ ·•, ;,: r;::_ \ ~.
Yoshmo NakaJima , aJumor
>. ·.: . .:i,t ,,· . 1/L,·
at SCS, hasn' t been home for
; F,, ( ;\ t·, !: ·\?
Christmas in fo ur years . She,
· t,), .\ :. , ~,;.i~·
like 12 other fore ign students
,·
•r.jL~( ;, .(:'-·
and 14 faculty members
,.,
{·~>;;, , 1:
aren't able to go home when
f
~: t}
they want to. Their homes are
( ;:,:;::. :_:
in countries as far away as
(·
~; i t~
India, Egypt and Japan.
'\.
., r:•
1
Sometimes some SCS for::i-.: ~:
eign students have no place
·
to go on special holidays and
\
nobody to assist and guide
'
them .
l-.
Two years ago Mrs. Betty
/)
Cairns, wife of Dr. Paul
· ,:,
Cairns of the English department, was the SCS Foreign
Student Advisor. Last year's
•
foreign student advisor was
FALL QUARTER, Mrs. to welcome foreign people.
William Mohammed of the
In December. Mrs. Beck
social science department. Catherine Beck of the art deworked with the Committee
They both worked hard to partment here was appointed
help the foreign students on the 1968-69 Foreign Student Concerned for Foreign Stucampus get acquainted and Advisor for St. Cloud State by dents and Citizens in the St.
Cloud area iri contacting stuadjust to the campus com- Dr. Dale Patton, vice presidents . Two meetings were
munity. But now , combined dent of student affairs.
She and the advisors at the held and special programs
with St. John's and St. Benedict 's there is a considerably other two colleges are now at- were held over the holidays
to entertain some of the forlarger foreign student popula- tempting to establish an ineign students.
tion. The program formerly ternational center in the St.
" Much more still needs to
designed to assist foreign Cloud area . She said the aim
students needs to be expand- will be to get the community be done. " Mrs. Beck said.
and colleges to work together The purpose. she explained.
ed.

t~!· / ··'

n

>t~-

'Good or bad, I can't say'

will be to give fo reign stuThree of the foreign stude~ts va riety in experiences dents are living with fa culty
while they are here. She feels members now. Mrs. Loraine
that so~e ~oreigr:i people see Perkins. ~f the English Deonly a hm1ted picture of A- partment 1s one of them. Her
merica.
.
.
student is from ~a pan and
One of the Jobs she will earns some of his expense
have is to help new foreign money by giving classical and
students at Sta te fi nd host flamenco guitar lessons.
fam ilies to live with.
Dr. Arthur Sullivan, assistant
vice president fo r ac"THEY NEED families
that will help them become ademic affairs, is also workmore familiar with traditions ing to get the college more inand American family life," volved in assisting foreign
students and establishing an
Mrs . Beck explained.
exchange
program for stu" We want the foreign students to be able to learn new dents and faculty.
Dr. Sullivan said such . an
and different things here so
they will be able to take any exchange program for stunew knowledge home with dents and faculty right now is
them. It is just the same as in the area of dream and exwe gaining insight by having ploration, but he feels it
a foreign student live with would add diversity to the
campus.
us." she said.
One student who was asMrs. Beck. who has had sisted by Dr. Sullivan, will be
different foreign students at going to Paris at the end of
her home weekends from the this month to study. He inUniversity of Minnesota. said vites any students interested
her family profited immense- in studying abroad to talk
ly by learning about other with him in the Academic Afpeoples' cultures. Her family fairs Office in Stewart Hall.
Mrs. Beck has also invited
was able to learn about different food customs. rituals any foreign student who has
not been contacted or any facand foreign traditions.
The whole campus and es- ulty member or student who
pecially the foreign language would like to assist foreign
department can benefit by people to contact her at 2553132 or 252-2340.
their presence.

'very worthwhile'

'Doesn't concern me'

Students give varied reactions to Center
As an SCS' student. -an ·scs in's tructor-': or· a member of .. ,
the community of St. Cloud. what are your reactions to
the establishment of a Black Cultural Center? Will you
attend various activities sponsored by the Center ?
" Because I'm a student at SCS, I want to be familiar ·
with what goes on here. I guess the only way to understand what B-SURE is trying to establish would be to attend functions of the Center."
" If I go to the Cultural Center. it would be only out of
pure curiosity," commented an SCS sophomore, " and I'm
sure that's the way it will be for most of the students or
anyone that goes there."
.
A student majoring in psychology feels that the " only
way we can solve problems existing between Blacks and
Whites is to understand them. How can we better understand the Blacks and their beliefs than ·by means of a
cultural center? "
" I see no purpose in the establishment of a Black Cultural Center." one student stated. " It seems to be a
movement of segregation. if anything. "
Another SCS student expressed opposition to the Cen- .
ter because " I don 't think it will teach me anything I
don't already know about Black culture. There are plenty
of magazines, newspapers, and movies that will tell us
all we want to know about the Negro. I think the whole
issue of the Black and White conflict is over emphasized
in our society,"
The Center. " doesn't concern me," believes an SCS
freshman.
On the other hand, another freshman feels that the
" center should be a concern of all SCS students. He further explained that, " we should be concerned with trying
to relieve the tension that exists between Negroes and
Whites, otherwise we will never have peace in the
world.''

Student reactions· to the establishment of a Cultural
Center vary. Some feel that it is a "very worth-while" and
" important establishment. " Others say that the " Center
will create problems instead of solve them. " Still others
are unconcerned , indifferent, or " just don't care" whether or not there is a Cultural Center. "I'm too busy with
studies to be concerned with something so absurd as a
Cultural Center," said one student.
SCS faculty members also had varying opinions regarding the Center.
.
" Being an instructor of social science, I feel that the
Cultural Center is necessary because it is important for
the Black students to have something to identify with. ''
Another faculty member feels that " the Center will
work out quite well. I'm sure that the students and faculty will attend functions of the Center out of curiosity
'if nothing else.''

" I'd rather not comment," an instructor said. ' T m
not that aware of the establishment of the Cultural Center. "
Several instructors hold the idea that the Center
" should better relationships among Black and White
students ."
<
" Whether or not the establishment of such a center is .
good or bad , I can 't say, " said an English instructor. She
went on to explain that " we have to wait for the results
as to student acceptance of the Center before we can
judge the importance of it. "
Those most reluctant to comment were members of
the community.
·
" I really don't know what to say.''. said a St. Cloud
housewife. " I really wasn't aware that the Center was
being constructed. I thought it was just talk .''
" I read something about a Cultural Center, but I don't
know anything about it," a businessman said.
" It (the Cultural Center ) should help us see whether
or not 'Black is Beautiful,' " quipped a retired salesman.
" If the college students accept the Center. it should be
a good thing .'' one man mentioned . He added that he
" wouldn' t mind seeing the Center myself. "
" Who do they think they are," a woman questioned.
She feels that " they don't need a Cultural Center anymore than we do! ' '

Career Day allows students,
representatives to meet
Career Day, a day set aside
when students can learn more
about job opportunities from
various companies, is Wednesday.
Designed for all students,
Career Day is sponsored by
the Business Club.
A prepared resume to be
brought to interviews is suggested. Sample resumes are
available at the ticket tables.
Of ten students are able to
get summer employment.
Highlighting the afternoon
will be a luncheon in the south
dining room of Garvey Commons at 1 :30 p.m . Tickets are
$1.50 for students and may be

purchased on the first floor
of the business build,ing or at
Atwood Center.

Draft
(Cont. from p. 2)

Placement
schedule
January

28, Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

Sales, St. . Cloud and Mpls .
areas.
January 29, Federated Insurance, Claims adjuster
trainees. general trainees,
underwriter trainees, premium auditors and programmers, sales trainees, any
major.
January 30, First Computer
Corporation, Junior programmer. business administration. accounting, exonomics,
mathematics.
January 31, Green Giant,
Sales management, training. market research, office
management accounting,
distributing, production management, research and development.
To make an appointment
to see company representatives, see the receptionist at
the placement office.

College
<t>Chronicle
The

Published Tuesdays and Fridayi.
throughout the school year except
for vacation puiods. Second class
postage paid at St. Cloud, Minn.
Students subscription t..aken from the
student activity Cund . Mail subscription r;;te is Sl,.50 per quarter or
SJ .00 per academic year.
Opinions expressed on
the
Chron icle Editorial page are those or
the editorial board . They do nor
necessarily rerl~ct the views or the
student body. faculty or administration .
Editor-in-Chief . . . Thomas Meinz

The alternative to the draft
is a volunteer force ; an entirely feasible plan, as serious inquiry will show. Long
overdue are corrective measures such that we can truthfully call America a ''free
country." I trust that all citizens will unite with President-elect Nixon to achieve
his slated goal of abolishing
the draft.

Associate editor . . . Carol Stephen,

J>aul Severson

Business Manager Robert Lundquist
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Too many people

'Faces' purpose presents a puzzle
by Elaine Alarcon

"Faces" at the Varsity in
Dinkytown is a puzzle. A good
film written a nd directed by
John Cassavetes, it's about
the LA affluent and marriage
on the rocks.
Incidently. Cassavetes was
the husband in Rosemary's
Baby.
The main characters are a
man and wife. the wife's lover. and a blond named Jeannie.
Man and wife seem to be in
love . But as events unravel it
becomes
apparent
that
there 's a communication failure . Wife is bored and cold to
husband and we aren ' t told
why.

The "Breakfast, "· a new folk group,-will be appearing in the
Ratskeller twice nightly Monday through Saturday.
The group, composed of Allen Fraser and Lue Lothrop, will
perform at 8 and 10 p.m.
With Frazier accompanying on the guitar, the two have appeared for the last three years in such places as Steeles Ta~ern, Toronot; The Bitter End Cafe, New York; and the Mariposa Folk Festival.

Meanwhile spouse sees
Jeannie whom he met a short
time earlier. They become
lovers .
Meanwhile wife brings
home a college-typ·e free
loader with wrinkles around
his eyes (her friend is up in a
bar. ) They become lovers.
In the morning she tries to
kill herself. Lover comes to
the rescue . Husband comes
home . sees fleeing lover and
accuses wife of all sorts of

things.
The photography isn' t as
She tells him :
good as reported in the pa" I just can 't help it, I don ' t pers . But Gena Rowlands as
love you.''
Jeannie is great.
They walk up and down
· stairs, sit on the stairs, rotate
on the stairs. But nothing is
ever said . They just sit there
and wait.
The film is . a puzzle beIdentification
pictures
ca use Cassavetes' purpose is
will be taken Thursdays
unclear.
from 9 a.m.-12 p.m. and
He says too much about too
1-3 p.m. in room 113 Headmany people. and delves into
ley Hall. Cost will remain
too many lives . much as Jeanat $1 until further notice.
nie does with the rich but
Those
having · name
bored neighbors . The film
changes or those who have
gets tiresome. But he says allost their ID card may also
most nothing about the huscome in on any Thursday
band and wife.
for a duplicate card. Name
changes will be made free
I want to know more about
of charge and those who
the husband and wife. I want
•~~~'e lost their card will be
to know more a bout their afcharged $4.
fluence. their marriage before the movie. and the wife 's
silences.
ABOG Winterfest
Either these are 1) unimA trip to Loch Lomen. Ft. Wilportant to appreciation of the
Canada, is-comirljplp eb. 28~"
film ; or 2) Cassavetes fails liams.
March 2. Activities include skiing,
to adequately develop his sledding. swimm ing. and .gi rl-w atchmain characters.
ing. Watch th e paper for fu rther inIf the first. the film is a fo rm ati on.
very subtle and tantalizing
Ratskeller
statement. but if the second .
Folksinger Jim Fi libeck ap pears in
ifs frustration and joy de- the Ratskeller tonight from 8:30 to
.,;.:;.;;.
ferred
10:30 ._.....,.._......,_
p.m.

Get ID pictures
taken Thursdays

________________

Afternoon movies shown
Tom & Jerry's Standard
Tires
Batteries Tubes
2nd St. & 4th Ave . So.
Phone 251 -9790

C
0

u

p
0
N

This quarter besides having the usual every Friday
night art and camp film series . and the every-other Sunday popular American film
series. noon films will be
shown every Tuesday and
Thursday at 11 and 12 a.m.
This week on Friday " Les
Miserables" will be shown at
3:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. in the
Civic-Penny Room. It is a

film about an ex-convict 's
battle against society. On
Tuesday there will be two
films " Big Business" and
''Perfect Day. ·•
On Thursda y " Oscar for
Mr. Rossi '' will be shown .
This film is a short history
by Seven Arts. The noon films
will be shown in Atwood in
the North Unfinished Dining Room .

THE SMALL GARAGE
.. THAT TRIES HARDER"
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GET ACQUAINTED DISCOUNT IN
NORTHSTAR'S SERVICE DEPARTMENT
THE HOME OF CAREFUL SERVICE
AT REASONABLE PRICES

NORTHSTAR

Lincoln Mercury
3500 W. Division

Program selections for two performances of the Royal Winnipeg Ballet Wednesday and Thursday ha ve been announced. The
first night the company will perform " Aimez-Vous Bach ? ..
" The Still Point,'' " Don Quixote P as de Deux .. , and " Les Patineurs ... Thursday night's program includes the classical
'' Donizettiana .'' Eliot Feld 's " Meadow Lark.'' and " Amiz
Vous Bach ?" Earning the choreography Gold Star for 1;3rian
Macdonald at the Paris International Festival in 1964. "AmizVous Bach?" is an intriguing development of the classical
technique by the young Canadian. who is the official choreographer for the Winnipeg. troupe. The dance is performed in
simple rehearsal clothes. The choreography progresses with
the keyboard accompaniment of seven of S. J . Bach 's wellknown works to full company on stage and orchestra in three
movements _of a concertina , complete with a surprise ending.
Richard Roose a nd Shirley New are shown here in " The Still
Point.··
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SPAN countries chosen;
interested sbould apply
Three countries. Brazff, Senogal and Yugoslavia . have
been selected for the 1970
Minnesota Student Project
for Amity Among Nations
(SPAN ).
Application blanks will be
available for students and for
faculty wishing to apply as
advisors from today to Jan .
31. These may be picked up in
James Flom 's office. room
149 Performing Arts Center.
Information meetings will
be held Tuesday and Thursday in the Civic Room, Atwood Cent~r.
Twelve University quarter
credits are given for the work
done which involves a commitment from · September
1969, through March, 1971.
Students spend the academic
year prior to their summer
abroad developing a knowledge of the .SPAN country,
its ranguage. current problems in the U.S. and var-

ious facets of a topic they
plan to research in their SPAN country.
The findings of research
done during the eight weeks
abroad are incorporated into
a SPAN paper which is turned
in by March 1 following the
.summer abroad.

Grammar test
given for ·majors
The Traditional Grammars
Test for Bachelor of Science
English majors will be given
at 6 p.m .. Tuesday, Jan . 28 ,
in Riverview 115 for English
majors planning to take English 434 spring quarter .
Copies of four mimeographed study materials for
the test are available in Riverview 114.
For additional information
see Mr. Hansen in Riverview
101a.

University collections available

MINITEX widens book selection
periodical articles can be instantaneously transmitted to
the University Library. As
the requests are received in
the new Wilson library, project personnel will locate the
materials and send them to
the requesting library within
24 hours. Books will be sent
on loan and articles will' be
furnished in photo copies .
·
. Participating libraries will
include the University of Minnesota at Morris and Duluth.
state colleges in Mankato .
St. Cloud. Bemidji. Southwest
Minnesota State College in
Marshall. Rochester State
Junior College. St. John 's

MINITEX, the Minnesota
Interlibrary Teletype Experiment, which will make the
University of Minnesota 's extensive library collections
readily available to all state
libraries, will be inaugurated
in February.
The announcement followed acceptance by the University Board of Regents of
funds for the $103.200 twoyear pilot project.
The money will be provided
in equal shares, by the Louis
W. and Maud Hill Family
Foundation of St. Paul and
the Minnesota State Board of
Education.
The purpose of the project
is to obtain information from
actual experience in expediting interlibrary requests
for specialized research materials through teletype communication, custom handling
and rapid delivery arrangements.
Each library in the MINITEX network will have its
own teletype installation on
which requests for books or

students want some help with
problems in organization.
mechanics. or spelling which
recur. they come in ...
Dr. Howard Russell. head
of the English department.
was a prime organizer of the
program . He surveyed a
large number of colleges to
see how they were handling
their remedial writing program . He discovered that the
coming thing was to set up a
situation where students
could come as individuals
seeking help .
" We then surveyed how
other colleges set up their
writing laboratories." Mrs .
Perkins said.
''The very word 'laboratory' is misleading here . We
have no electronic equipment. tapes. or records . Our
situation consists simply of a
student. a teacher. and a few
dittoed pages or books useful

Recruitment. application
and social agency placement
procedures for Field Work
o. 475 is in . process for
spring quarter . This is the only applied behavioral science
offered in the Department of
Sociology and Anthropology.
Two to four credits at four to
eight hours per week is the usual " stretch .. plan they use as
distinct form for a bloc plan .

for the particular problem.
Perhaps calling it a writing
tutoria l would be more accurate.
The writing laboratory loca ted in Room 9 of Riverview
is open every day from 9 a .m .
to 4 p.m. except Friday when
it closes at 2 p.m . Two teaching assistants each work
there eight hours a week and
Mrs. Perkins is in the laboratory 17 or more hours a week .
s'tudents generally sign up
for 15 minute interviews.
"We are very flexible and
try to accommodate as many
students as we can. .. said
Mrs . Perkins . But. " This is
not an editing or proofreading service. It's a free service to help the student overcome writing difficulties so
that they will not recur in
future writing ... 1 o credi t
will be given.

.
*
a.e.....,_-t,,e;
9-t;-..1

The structure of the course
has changed substantially in
the past two years to meet
changing social needs. professional trends. and job requirements.
The recruitment and applications process began at two
group orientation -sessionsheld on Tuesday. Jan. 14. and
Wednesday, Jan. 15. Students
still interested may contact
Alex G. Stach. Room 117 SH.

ORDER YOUR CLASS RING
See these beautlful
RINGS BY JOSTEN'S

summer will be done during
the first ten days of spring
term.

Eng IS
•h d
1 gra uate

test given Thurs.

.

The
English
Gradua te
Qualifying Examination for
winter quarter will be given
on Thursday. Jan. 23. in the
Jerde Room . Atwood Center
(basement ). 2-6 p.m. Graduate students in English are
required to take the examination before the completion of
nine graduate credits. If you
will be taking the examination. be sure to notify Dr.
Paul E. Cairns. Acting Director. Graduate Studies in
English ..Riverview 110.

.----------lllllil-.
JACKS
OUTLET

Summer session credits
may be earned in both sessions in either a "stretch" or
bloc plan . Recruitment for

~-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Your Headquarters For

Phy- Ed Clothing
Shoes. Shirts. Socks.
Sweatsuits

-.

: THE CAMERA SHOP one I
I day service on your color I
print film .

1

I,■----------. I
27 So. 7th Phone251-4900
I and a new roll of kodacolor film I.__ _ _ _ _ _._.._ __.
I free with each 8-12-20 exposed
_
_
I
II
I
I

roll.

,

I

Color film left by 1 O a.m is :
ready same day at 5 :00

15 - 7th Ave. So.
25 1-2672

II

L--------·
NEW -

NOW IS THE TIME TD

Currently the University
Library receives some 100
reques'ts daily from libraries
throughout the country. Reso urces at the University include about two-and-a-half
million volumes and 15.000
journals. At the present time
it takes about 10 days to two
weeks to handle reques_ts by
mail.

Recruitment and application
for Field Work 4 75 is available

Students favor writing laboratory
by Kathleen Sullivan
" Students and instructors
are responding favorably to
the writing laboratory which
has replaced English 062 this
fall. '' Mrs . Lorraine Perkins ,
who heads the new laboratory
in Riverview, reports .
The writing laboratory is
an, experiment to see if, students working on their writing problems on an individual
basis is more effective than
English 062 .
''The student either comes
voluntarily because he knows
he has problems. or he comes
on the referral of his 162. 263.
or 264 instructor. The instructor may either refer him in
writing or by an informal
comment. " explained Mrs .
Perkins .
" Nothing forces students
to make appointments with
the writing,~ laboratory excep! their own motivation. If

University, St. Mary's College and the Rochester and
• Duluth public libraries.
Mrs . Alice Wilcox. a librarian in the University Library's circulation department.
will supervise the project.

OPEN BOWLING
WEEKDAYS 7-9 & 11-1

1

l

WEEKENDS 9 TO CLOSING l

DEE'S LANES

I

L -

-

-

CLEAN -

-

-

-

-

-

FRESH

6 SIZES OF WASHERS
A SIZE WASHER FOR EVERY NEED
PRICES 20c, 25 c, 30c, 35 c, 50c, $1.00
EXTRACTORS 1o c AND 15c
STEAM DRYERS 1o c

NEW COLONIAL COIN LAUNDRY
Across Hiway No. 152 from Miller Shopping Center

The Date - January 23
The Time - 9-3 o'clock
Location - Atwood Center

■

OWATONNA, MINNESOTA . ._

l
-

CAR STARTING
LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN
CALL PHI KAPPA TAU
252-7212 or 252-7213
SA VE THIS AD FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

-

Cagers vs. Tech
at Houghton
Severson will be seeking his
199th acreer win against
With their first conference Tech. Next action after the
win under their belt the Hus- Tech game is Tuesday night
ky cagers travel to Hough- against Bemidj i at Halenbeck
ton, Michigan, for a game to- Hall.
night with Michigan Tech. ""'WIIM,_._,_,_111111_,_,_,._
Husky coach Red Severson •
•
••
•
expects a tough game from
NIC STANDINGS
the youthful Huskies of MichSt. Cloud .. ............ .. 1 0
igan.
by Gary Larson

Morris ................. . 1
Moorhead .... ... ....... 2
Winona ............... .. 2
Michigan .............. . 1
Bemidji ............... . 1
Mankato ................ 0

0
1
1
1

" Tech split a pair of conference games last weekend,
beating Mankato and losing
2 GOAL! Husky hockey players raised their
to Winona , so we expect them
3
· k
· d'
h d
to be fired up for our game." ,
stlc s to m tcate they a scored against
said Severson. " With their . .".o••---••--•••c•r•.c•.c••••••-•S•u•p•er.io•r-s.ta•t•e•l•a•st_w•e•e-kend. This weekend
new coach, Dave Cade, they
like to run and shoot," he con- ,.._
tinued.
'T

Chronicle

Tech stands 4-4 overall this
year. Severson plans to start
Mark Aldridge at center with
Neil Warnberg and Jeff Barott at the forwards . Mike Trewick and Louis Boone will
open at the guard spots. Steve
Strandemo and Ed Waltman Page6
will also see plenty of action.

* Swimmers face Bemidji
as 'proving ground'
by Roger Dahlin
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AT DICKINSON

Wrestlers in Dakota
Victory hungry St. Cloud
State heads for Dickinson. N.
D.. tomorrow where it will
enter the Dickinson State College Quadrangular wrestling
meet.
Opposition for the Huskies
will be furnished by host
Dickinson, Mayville , N.D. ,
State College and Eastern
Montana.
Coach John Oxton's matmen will take a 2-4 dual meet
record into that day-long
co~petition after dropping a
-pair of non-conference decisions to nationally ranked Nebraska schools this past week
end.

Last Friday the Huskies
fell 20-9 to Wayne State, the
nation's third-ranked contingent. And Saturday Omaha
University, the nation's number one team, belted St.
Cloud 25-6.

on the Nebraska swing.
Should the lineup remain
the same as it was in Nebraska. St. Cloud will have Dan
Griffith, a sophomore from
Morris. at 123 pounds ; Hans
at 130 ; Mel Cain. a senior
from Emery. Wis .. at 137 ;
Don Hartzberg, a sophomore
from Columbia Heights, at
145 ; Steve Mitchell. a junior
from St. Cloud Cathedral, at
152 ; Haus at 160 ; Steve
Beseres, a sophomore from
RobLinsdale, at 167 ; Dennis
Shaw, a senior from Oil City,
Pa .. at 177 ; and Dick Halbert,
a senior from Mahtomedi, at

" We did not wrestle as well
as I thought we should have at
Wayne,'' Coach Oxton admitted, ''but against Omaha we
were much better and still
could not stay with them.''
Oxton did have praise for
Tom Haus, the junior from
Arlington, and Rick Hans, the
senior
from
Columbia
Heights, for performing well heavyweight.

Lookin around
in sports

they face Lakehead here today at 2 p.m. and
tomorrow at l p.m.

Hockey here
this weekend
vs. lakehead

A busy weekend in the current campaign is on tap for
by Gary Larson
the · St. Cloud State hockey
team which is slated to host
Lakehead University of Port
Arthur 1 Ont:, today and tomorrow.
A salute goes this week to Jet quarterback Joe Namath
The games are Internationwho led his 18 point underdog team to a stunning 16-7 win
al Collegiate Hockey Associaover the Colts in the Super Bowl. As Joe said after the
game, " those writers that picked us to lose by three · tion assignments. ·
This past week end · St.
touchdowns can eat their pencils and pads now. "
Cloud ·dropped two decisions
The Colts had to be orie of the flattest teams to ever to Superior, Wis. , State Unitake a football field for such an important game. The only versity by 10-5 and 7-3 marColt with any life was back Tom Matte who rolled up over gins at St. Cloud.
"We
got
outmanned
100 yards rushing against the Jet defense. With the success Matte was having, one wonders why the Colts didn't again, " Basch said. "In the
call on him more often, especially when they were close first game he held a 3-1 lead,
but just did not have enough
to the Jet goal line.
front line people to stay whh
them."
But as much as a die hard NFL fan hates to admit it
The Huskies also were
the Jets are world champs for at least a year.
'
missing four regulars against
Superior, and it is Basch's
Former Husky track star and Olympian Yan Nelson hope that at least Todd Novawill compete in the NAIA Indoor Track championship. czyk, a senior from St. Paul
Jan. 24-25 in Kansas City. Nelson will compete in the one Bernard's who was sidelined
mile event.
with the flu , will be available
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • this week.

Coach
Rufus
Wilson's
swimmers, picked by some
to finish fourth in the NIC this
season, will get an indication
tomorrow of the accuracy of
that pre-season prediction.
After playing host to North
Dakota State this afternoon
at 4 p.m., the Huskies go
north Saturday to meet Bemidji, one of the swimming
powers this year.
" Our meet with Bemidji
will be a proving ground for
us ." Wilson said. " It should
give us a good indication of
just where we stand in the
conference. "
St. Cloud beat North Dakota State last year, but Wilson
forsees a close meet because
the Bison are stronger this
year.
The Huskies, who finished
third in the NIC last season,
were rated behind Winona,
Bemidji and Mankato earlier
this year.
Last week the SCS squad
split a pair of home meets,
losing to traditionally strong
Macalester on Friday and
then sinking Superior State
on Saturday.
Macalester, currently rated fourth in the NAIA, defeated the Huskies 81-32. The
meet had one bright spot fpr
St. Cloud , however. The 400yard medley relay team, led
by co-captain Jack Carder's
outstanding split in the
breaststroke, set a new varsity record of 4:02.6.

The Huskies dominated the
Superior meet, taking first in
10 of the 12 events.
" We swam great deal of
exhibition to try to keep the
score down,' ' said Wilson,
"but we even so we weren't
supposed to. "
The final score was 75-27.

a

SC gymnasts
host double
dual meet
A double-dual gymnastic
meet with St. Cloud playing
host to Bemidji and Eastern
Illinois will be held tomorrow
at 2 p.m. in Halenbeck Hall.
The Huskies will put a 3-1
record on the line , after posting two non-conference decisions over Wisconsin· opponents this past week end.
First St. Cloud eked out a
126-123 decision at Stout State
University and then returned
home to overwhelm Eau
Claire State University 12159.
" We performed well in
both meets," said a pleased
Coach Anderson. " I was especially proud of the way our
boys did the job at Stout. It
was a tough meet and they
met the challenge well .''

GYMNASTICS
(cont. on page 7, col. 3)

Recreation Program Schedule
Halenbeck Hall- main gym and balconies:
Saturday hours 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on following dates:
February 8, March l, 8, 15
Sunday hours l p.m. to 4 p.m. on the following dates:
January 12, 19, 26; February 2, 9, 16; March
2, 9, 16

Pool open :
Mondays and Wednesdays 7 to 9 p.m .
Saturdays and Sundays 2 to 4 p.m. except no swimming on following dates: January l l; February
l, 8, 22
Eastman Hall:
Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights 6 to lO p.m.
Saturdays 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on following dates:
· January 11, 18, 25; February l, 15 .
Sunday l to 4 p.m.; February 23
This Schedule is subject to changes which may necessitate short notice.
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Citizens of today, not tomorrow

Education must work for creativity
by Kathleen Sullivan
Most delegates of the Minnesota School Board Association agreed in supporting low.ering the voting age to 18
along with the six SMEA representatives from St. Cloud
State at the board convention
in St. Paul this week.
The 4.000 delegates in the
St. Paul auditorium heard the
SMEA proposal for legislation for a $6900 starting teacher salarv.
Lois Sjoquist, Judy Shanks,
Paula Bryan, Mary Ann Cobb.
Linda Hofmann, and Carolyn
Glamm represented St. Cloud
at the convention and were
the only students there .

Photo by Tom Manolefl

Go, Huskies, Go!
VICKI LENZ, SCS cheerleader captain , wants everybody
at the SCS-Bemidji basketball game Tuesday, 7:30 p.m . in
Halenbeck Hall. Coach Red Severson will be going for
his 200th win.

Keglers capture first place
in Tri-State Conference meet
St. Cloud Sta-te men kegle; s
captured first place in the
TRI-State Bowling Conference as a result of their 7-2
win-loss record in the Marshall Jamboree last Saturday,
J an. 11.
The Husky bowlers also set
three new Tri-State season
records in their winning ef-

foi:-t; . high -·team series : 238f high team game : 825 and high
individual game: Bill Richter 's neat 243 count.
Other outstanding SCS
marks were Ron Anderson 's
games of 228-224-221-293-200,
Randy Puppe 's 225 and 210,
Loren Dahlberg's 222 and 204
and Bill Richter's 243-223-201.

"MUSIC IS OUR BUSINESS - - NOT A SIDELINE"

Mac's Music Co.
BAND INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORIES
AMPEX TAPE RECORDERS
GUITARS- DRUMS
STEREO COMPONENTS
917 St. Germain
St. Cloud, Minn.

PHONE 251 -3883

that there is too much college
emphasis today and that
there should be more emphasis on vocational training .
They want to be thought of as
citizens of today , rather than
as the citizens of tomorrow.
Malcolm Moos, president
of the University of Minnesota. addressed the convention of school board members
Tuesday afternoon . He said
that it is the duty of the school
board to interpret the educational needs of the student to
the public. (The big problem
in the financial limitations of
the legislature. Education
must work for creativity be-

cause traditions will change.
Moos said . Students and
teachers alike must have tolerance. patie~ce. understanding. and cooperation as a
common ground .
Wednesday was devoted to
business meetings and voting
on legislative resolutions.
The convention opposed a
resolution which the SMEA
supports-that school boards
should acknowledge previous
teaching experience of a prospective teacher.
SMEA
members
from
throughout the state will
meet with state legislators on
Feb. 19 to discuss their proposals .

They saw exhibits of educa- .-----~~11!!11■■---------------tional equipment before hearST. CLOUD MEN'S STORE
ing three high school stu.----•
----.
dents talk on " I Suggest Mr.
School Board That Tomorrow .... , The high school students want to know more
abou t their school boards.
they want quality rather than
quantity in their education
and they would like a pass-fail
form of grading, the delegates reported . They feel

Gymnastics
(cont. from p. 6)

Anderson expects the same
Huskies, with one exception ,
to carry the load for him this
week against Bemidji and
Eastern Illinois.
The exception is Larry
Watson, a freshman from Osseo, who suffered a fractured
hand against Stout and may
be lost for the season.
Other St. Cloud performers
expected to compete are Captain Gill Gillespie, a junior
from Moorhead ; Steve Gerhardt, a junior from Jefferson , Wis.; Mitch Vogt, a
freshman
from
Detroit
Lakes ; Gene Palmer, a sophomore from Fairmont; Jim
Watson , a freshman from Osseo ; Dave Olson, a sophomore from Robbinsdale ;
Mike Nilles, a freshman from
Robbinsdale Cooper ; and
Jim Renner, a freshman
from Detroit Lakes.
Anderson also indicated
that Greg McGuiness, a
sophomore from Austin , appears fully recovered from injuries suffered earlier and
may be ready for competition
this week end.

CLEARANCE
Plain Colors

Reg . $8 .00 .

Patterns

Reg . $9.50-$10.00

s5 99
NOW s5 99

NOW

25th 7th Ave. So.

Club Domino
Dance To The Fine Music
Of
A Fabulous New Band

I

Plaza Buick, Inc.

8

~ YOUB ..6UICK-A_
IVO
01'Et DEALER .· ·~

®

~7th and Divi~ion Street

St. Cloud , Minn .

PAPIER MACHE'
GO-GO GIRL
SUNDAY, JANUARY 19
EVERYONE WELCOME
East Highway 23
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.......... camp~g
Winter rush
The registration for winte r formal
ru sh for all social so rorities will be
in the panh ellenic office in Atwood
Jan. 20-22. from 11 -4 th e office will
be open for all interested women.
One dollar and four pictures of yo ursel f are requi red .

FCA ·
Paul Anderson, th e world's stro ngest man, will appea r fo llowi ng the
SCS j un ior varisty-U of M freshman
basketball game Wednesd ay.
The game begins at 7 p.m. Anderson has lifter more weight in o ne attempt than anyone in th e wo rld 6,270 pounds in the back lift. A former Olympic champion, he is currentl y
director of the Paul Anderson Youth
H ome in Vidali a, Ga.

Smoker
Ph i Sigma Epsilon's winter quarter
smoker for progressives ·Iook ing for
future activi ties will be held at 7 p.m.,
Tuesd ay at the fraternity house. 390Sth Ave. So.

'Talahi' ~upplements
The 1968 Talahi Spring
editions are in and may be
picked up in the Talahi
off ice 127 Atwood. upon
presentation of receipt.
The supplements contain 32 pages and demonstrate the new layout style.

Yellow Pin Special
The Special Ac ti vi ties in th e Games
Area Committee of Sno D aze has
planned the Yellow Pin SpeciaL
Th e times fo r this event are 11 a.m .
-6p.m . on Thursday. Jan. 16, and all
day and evening on Friday an d Saturda y. Jan. 17-18.
If you're not familiar with the rules
of the Yellow Pin Special , this is

PUJg

how yo u play:
H ead Pin Yellow'J??Win a free
game If:
G uys - Roll a Strike
Ga ls - Roll a Spare
Bowl free game o n any oth er
day during open bowling.
Games Area A ttendant must
wi tn ess st rik e o r spare.
Limit of one free gam e per person per day.
Sunday . Jan 19. SAGA sponsors the
weekend special of three games of
bowling for $ 1.

KVSC
Th e co m bi ned o rchest ra concert
and speech by M ary K yle are two of
the events which wi ll be featured on
K VSC-FM tonight.
At 7 p.m . the t aped speech made
by Mrs. Kyle, edi tor-pub lisher of the
T win Cities Courier, independent egron newspaper , will be broadcast.
Mrs. K y le b lamed the news media
for creati ng leaders such as Stokel y
Ca rmi chael throu gh the use of sensationalism. A discussio n by faculty
and students will follow th e tape.
Broadcast li ve from Stewart H all at
8 p.m . w ill be the conce rt presented
by the co mbined orche tras o f four
Minneso ta sta te colleges.
Dr . Joh n Reza tte , chai rm an of mu sic at So uthwest St ate College, M arsha ll. will commen t on th e co nce rt
and the musical wo rth of the selection s. Th e fo ur orchestras come
from Bem idji , Winon a, M ankato,
an d St. Cloud .
Beginning at 11 p.m . a new series
on jazz will begin. ·'A History of
Jazz," compiled by Jeff Bl air, K VSC
manager, and John L aurent will present a review of th e great artis ts, innova tors, changes and trend s i n jazz
from its birth to the present.

255-2449

255-2164'*

CJassif i'eds

BUS TO FLORIDA, Spring Bre ak.
Call Dan Sull ivan 235 -2677 . Duane
Gates 252 -3597 .
IF YOU'RE DOING THE RING
THING go first to Feiler Jewelers. the
last word in Diamonds.
PRINTING - Flyers. tickets. posters,
programs. Fast service. Pal -Ner Printing.
19th and Division. 252 -0033.
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S ALTERATIONS. 252-2204.
TROPHIES AND PLAQUES made
for all occasions. Industrial Edu cation
Club. Contact Leon Solberg, 255-2408.
WANTED
WANTED: 1 girl to room at 701 -8th
Ave. So. Call 252 -9771 after 4.
RIDES WANTED · w ill pay reason able rate for 9 :00 classes M. W. F
and or 1:Tor 11 :Thurs. Call 251 - 1059.
ROOMS
MOBILE HOME: Immediate opening
for male student to share expenses w ith
two others. in large three bedroom
trailer - Large living room & kitchen private bedroom - Heat and Water paid.
Contact: 252 -7586.
YACANCtES FOR WINTER AND
SPRING QUARTER FOR· TWO
MEN . Share five room apt. Must have
car. Electric ity. water. heat furn ished call 252-9177 after 6.
ROOMS FOR COLLEGE GIRLS.
T.V.. carpeted. kitchen. private entrance. Must see to be appreciated. Call
252 -7702 or 252 -6377.
GIRL TO SHARE APARTMENT.
252 - 1017 .
ROOMS FOR WOMEN. Six bedrooms. two kitchens. two full baths.
study room . recreation room , utility
room. two porches and parking. $90
per qtr. incl. all utilities. call Mr. Rolek
at 252 -0367 or Mr. Pierskalla at 251 8532.
ROOMS FOR MEN. 2 kitchens 3 bathrooms. 3 blocks from downtown.
$35 per month. 252 -7178.
SLEEPING ROOMS-MEN. Cooking
privileges. 2 kitchens. off street parking.
3 blocks from downtown. $35 a month.
252-5231 .
MALE
STUDENTS: Large house.
kitchen, living room. campus 4/ blks. Un-

Gold and Black Barrel Beers·

Extramural Practice
Women 's extramu ral practices are
as follows : Baske tb all, 6:30-8 p .m .
Mondays and Wednesda y, Gray
Campus L ab School : Gymnastics.
6:30-7:30 p.m .. Tuesdays and Thursdays, gym nastic gymnasium hall.
Badmin ton is yet to be scheduled .

IT'S NOT
TOO LATE!
INVEST /IV YOUR FUTURE
AT CAREER DAY
WHEN?

JANUARY 22

WHERE?

ATWOOD CENTER

WHO'S INVITED?

ALL ST. CLOUD STATE STUDENTS
REGARDLESS OF MAJOR FIELD OF
STUDY OR YEAR IN ATTENDANCE

HOW?

BY DISCUSSING CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES WITH ONE OR MORE
OF THE 50 COMPANIES ATTENDING

. Memorable jazz classics will highlight the series which will run for
13 week s.

Chronicle
ATTENTION

1Eittlr
-3.Jnhn~ Juh
CROSSROADS. CENTER

approved. $95/ qtr. 328 -4th Ave . So.
251 -2116.
GIRL STUDENTS : Large house. kitchen , living room. campus or town 4/
blks. Unapproved, $95/ qtr. 314-4th
Ave. So. 251 -2116.

SOME OF THE COMPANIES ATTENDING:

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1964 New Moon Mobile
Home. 10x50. $2700. Call 251-7098 .
6 STRING
CLASSIC
GUITAR
AND CASE. Excellent condition. Best
offer. Call 252 -6338.
2 PAIR OF SNOW SKIS, 6 ½ ft.
with poles, Calund Trail Master. also
boots size 11 . $30. Call 251 -0712 .
1967
CAMARO, 230 cu. in .. 6.
21 .000 miles. new tires. stand. trans.
108 3rd Ave . So .. Sauk Rapids. 2525263.
FOR
SALE: Stereo Console. $30.
252-8599 .
WANTED: Management 260 Book.
252 -8599.
FOR SALE: '67 Firebird, 326. automatic. Call 252 - 1890 after 4.
FO-fl SALE: '59 Chev. Convert. Best
offer. 252 -3756.
1H9 PLYMOUTH FU.RY Ill, 2
dr hdtp .. 4,000 miles. P.S.. P.B .. new
car warranty. damaged right front side.
$1 ,675. Call 252 -8410 .
FOR SALE: Portable typewriter in
good condition. $15.00. 251 - 5900.

PERSONAL

" March on. join bravely. let us to 't
pell -mell ; If not to heaven. then hand
in hand to hell." - Richard Ill , V-3
Shakespeare's
bards!

punning

is

for

the

H.A. Gleason is one big nasal. labiodental. alveopalatal. glotal stop !
There's nothing wrong w ith linguistics
that a tracheatomy couldn't cure.
Nietzsche is pietzsche.
A. Malrauz: Who is this Aunty Memoir?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ford Motor
Traveler' s- Life Ins.
U.S. Veterans Administration
Minn . State Board of Ed.
Minn. Civil Service
Investor's Diversified
Woolworths
NW Airlines

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3M
Reynolds Tobacco
Western Airlines (Stewardesses)
IBM
Mayo Clinic
Dayton's
Honeywell
U.S. Civil Service

SPECJAL FEATURE CAREER DAY
LUNCHEON TO INCLUDE:
ROAST BARRON OF BEEF
SWEDISH MEATBAlLS
LASAGNA
10 SALAD COMBINATIONS

THE COST:

ONLY s1 .50

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ATWOOD
CENTER OF FIRST FLOOR BUS BLDG.

Bobby Bear
I ask you . where has love gone ?
Red One
Take a colle ction up today
To send TC on his way.
Don't cross his path man.
He's too cool And . thinks that everyone 's his fool.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS REFER TO ARTICLE
ON CAREER DAYS IN THIS ISSUE

